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Abstract 
Computations with large matrices work out faster with computer software, even faster 
creating automatically the matrix of the size and pattern needed. In this paper we 
propose free computer algebra system Xcas resources to display particular matrices 
that can be called up directly. Our computer codes provide shortcuts for entering 
random block diagonal matrices, random triangular matrices, random and specialized 
band matrices, elementary matrices Eij, Fourier matrices. As for matrices needed in 
the study of mathematical issues concerning the properties of the roots of a 
polynomial, we create features with polynomial coefficients. We also propose codes 
for immediate construction of functional matrices such as Jacobian, bordered Hessian 
and Wronskian. The computer codes proposed provide visual representation of the 
matrix pattern (which is traditionally explained using indices and numerals), infinite 
number of examples using random numbers and immediate construction of large 
matrices of various forms.  
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1.  Introduction 
Matrices with pattern have a wide range of applications in research areas of 
Bioinformatics (see e.g. Heppell et al., 2000; Hertz et al., 1990), Linear Algebra (see 
e.g. Stadelmaier et al., 1982; Elsner and Johnson, 1989, Johnson, 1983; Hall and 
Wang, 2001; McDonald et al., 1997; Tardos, 2005), Structural Mechanics (Kaven and 
Sayarinejad, 2004), Economics (Cassetti, 1995; Veinott, 1969; Tarr, 1976). In 
biology, Gene matrices have a 0-1 structure.  For models described by linear systems 
of equations with recursive and block recursive structure, matrices with pattern have a 
role to play.  
In Econometrics, among the full structural simultaneous equation models, the 
model developed by Wold (1954) is known as a recursive system. In simple recursive 
systems the coefficient matrix of the jointly dependent variables is triangular and the 
covariance matrix is diagonal. In cases where the whole system of simultaneous 
equations decomposes into recursive subsystems, block recursive systems are 
formulated. Block recursive systems (Lloyd and Lee, 1976; Wermuth, 1992) 
compared to simple recursive systems, allow important simplifications in the 
estimation process. Then, the coefficient matrix of the system's jointly dependent 
variables is block triangular and the covariance matrix of the error terms is block 
diagonal.  
The family of classical interregional input-output models may be classified 
and compared in terms of the assumed structure of their corresponding matrix of 
interregional trade share coefficients (Batten and Martellato, 1985). Matrices with 
pattern are especially useful in the study of dynamic discrete time economic models 
and dynamic Leontief models. 
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A mathematical software is equipped with a collection of built-in functions for 
immediate construction of several matrix families either elementary like zeroes or 
ones, identity, symmetric, random or general, diagonal, general band or specialized 
like positive definite, positive definite band, symmetric indefinite, Hermitian 
indefinite, triangular, general tridiagonal, positive definite tridiagonal, Vandermonde, 
Hessenberg, Hadamard, Hankel, Hilbert, Pascal, Toeplitz (for the related matrix 
theory see Strang, 1988; Anton, 2000; Goldberg, 1991 and Lipschutz, 1987).  
A brief overview of computer software capabilities in matrix creation, results 
in various different choices. MATLAB, the most efficient tool in matrix computation, 
has the largest collection of special matrices. The gallery function in MATLAB holds 
over fifty different test matrix functions (Quarteroni and Saleri, 2006). Computer 
algebra systems like Mathematica, wxMaxima and Xcas have also matrix functions to 
return highly specialized matrices, including common functional matrices and 
coefficient matrices (Anton et al., 2003; Parisse1). The contribution of Linear Algebra 
package, performing exclusively linear algebra operations, is limited in constructing 
elementary matrices.  
Computer codes or matrix functions for the construction of matrices with 
complex law of formation are not available in commonly used computer software. 
Then, a user should have programming skills to get the desired results.  
In this paper, free computer algebra system Xcas is used to construct a matrix 
generator, programmed in Xcas program editor. Our matrix generator program file 
has a number of specialized matrix functions that create different kinds of matrices 
                                                          
1 Xcas is a Computer Algebra System available free in  http://www-fourier.ujf-grenoble.fr/~ 
parisse /giac.html   
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not included in typical computer algebra software. Potential usefulness of our matrix 
generator is for  
i) verification of algebraic properties and behavior of matrices of special 
forms i.e. the inverse of a bidiagonal matrix is lower triangular, the 
inverse of a band matrix is a full matrix, the Fibonacci determinants 
follow the formula 21 −− += nnn FFF  etc.  
ii) technology applications using an interactive software tool  
iii) creation of the matrix needed, simplifying and abbreviating the law of 
formation  
iv) guidance for the user to program more matrix functions.  
 
Conclusively, this paper gives the computer codes for several matrix families, 
describes their input and gives examples of their use. The structure of the paper is the 
following. Section 2 presents Computer Algebra System Xcas and discusses briefly 
the programming commands in Xcas. Section 3 presents the codes for automatic 
generation of block diagonal and triangular matrices using entries of a random 
number generator, for automatic generation of random and special band matrices and 
of Fourier matrices, for elementary matrices, for coefficient matrices related to 
traditional Algebra theorems, for specific functional matrices. The last section 
concludes the paper. 
 
2. The Computer Algebra System Xcas 
2.1    The Xcas system 
Xcas is a Computer Algebra System, (CAS), which was developed by Bernard 
Parisse, at the University of Grenoble, France. In addition to its algebraic capabilities 
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Xcas incorporates a Dynamical Geometry System, (DGS), in two and three 
dimensions, spreadsheets, and programming both in a Logo-like language and in its 
own language. Justifiably, it has been called the “swiss knife for mathematics”. Xcas 
is a free system available for Mac OS X, Windows (except possibly for Vista) and 
Linux/Ubuntu; in the File menu it contains an option available for the automatic 
update of the system. The on-line help is easily accessible and provides numerous 
examples of each function. Moreover, a user's manual is available, which proves very 
helpful. Xcas has been translated in several languages. In several localizations there is 
a users' forum available.  
 
2.2 Programming in Xcas
2
 
Programs in Xcas may be written in a separate program level, via Prg->New 
of Prg Menu. This will open an editor in a new level. The editor has its own menu, 
where we can import our computer codes of the following section, separated by «:;», 
save and export the current program as matrix generator.cxx. Working in any session 
of Xcas, by writing in a commandline read("matrix generator.cxx") we can use 
multiblockdiagonal, uppertriang, uppertriang2, lowertriang, lowertriang2, bandmatrix, 
tridiagonal, bidiagonal, fibonacci, fourier, elementary, schur, routh, jacobian, 
borderhessian, wronskian functions. 
 
3. Construction of Matrices  
3.1  Random Block Diagonal Matrices  
Our programmed function multiblockdiagonal(m,n) generates square matrices 
with n m×m random blocks along the main diagonal and zeros everywhere else:  
                                                          
2 The present paper includes computer codes written in Xcas 0.9.9.  
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multiblockdiagonal(m,n):=BlockDiagonal([[seq(randmatrix(m,m),n)]])  
 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
multiblockdiagonal(3,5), the output is:  
 
Using built-in function BlockDiagonal(Lst(l)||Mtrx(A)) we can create random 
blocks of any dimension along the main diagonal, by writing in Xcas:  
BlockDiagonal([randmatrix(2,2),randmatrix(3,3),randmatrix(5,5)]) 
the output is the following:  
 
Random blocks in blockdiagonal matrices built, are generated by Xcas 
function randmatrix(n,n), which returns a matrix of size n×m containing random 
integers. 
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3.2 Random Triangular and Strictly Triangular Matrices 
Our programmed function uppertriang(m) generates random upper triangular 
square matrices of size m:  
uppertriang(m):=matrix(m,m,(j,k)->if(j>k) 0;else rand(1000);) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
uppertriang(7), the output is: 
 
Our programmed function uppertriang2(m) generates random strictly upper 
triangular square matrices of size m:  
uppertriang2(m):=matrix(m,m,(j,k)->if(j>=k)0;else rand(1000);) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
uppertriang2(6), the output is 
 
Accordingly, our programmed functions lowertriang(m) and lowertriang2(m) 
generate  random lower and strictly lower triangular square matrices of size m:  
lowertriang(m):=matrix(m,m,(j,k)->if(j<k) 0;else rand(1000);) 
lowertriang2(m):=matrix(m,m,(j,k)->if(j<=k)0;else rand(1000);) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
lowertriang(14), the output is 
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By writing in Xcas: 
lowertriang2(6), the output is 
 
In the examples above nonzero entries are non-negative 3-digit random integers 
generated by Xcas function rand(1000). 
 
3.3 Random Band Matrices 
Let us define a band matrix as a matrix with zero entries except within the band 
wji ≤− .  Our programmed function bandmatrix(n,w) generates matrices of size n 
with w nonzero entries above and below the principal diagonal: 
bandmatrix(n,w):=matrix(n,n,(i,j)->if(abs(i-j)<=w)rand(-10..10)(); else  0;) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
bandmatrix(10,3), the output is  
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The following codes create tridiagonal and bidiagonal matrices of size n: 
tridiagonal(n):=matrix(n,n,(i,j)->if(abs(i-j)<=1)rand(-10..10)(); else  0; ) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
tridiagonal(7), the output is: 
 
bidiagonal(n):=matrix(n,n,(i,j)->if(i==j||i==j+1)rand(-10..10)(); else  0; ) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
bidiagonal(7), the output is:  
 
In the examples above nonzero entries are random numbers with a 1-digit integer 
part, generated by Xcas function rand(-10..10). 
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3.4 Band Matrices of Special Forms 
Let us now define the n-th order Fibonacci Matrix Fn as a n×n band matrix that 
has 1’s on the main diagonal, -1’s along the diagonal immediately above the main 
diagonal, 1’s along the diagonal immediately below the main diagonal and zeros 
everywhere else.  Our programmed function fibonacci(n) generates Fibonacci 
matrices of size n: 
fibonacci(n):=matrix(n,n,(i,j)->if(i==j+1||i==j)1;else (if(i==j-1) -1; else 0; );) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
fibonacci(8), the output is:  
  
3.5 Some Special Matrices 
Defining the n×n matrix Fn=[fij] for which fij=w
ij, i,j=1..n as a Fourier matrix then 
our programmed function fourier(n) generates Fourier matrices of size n: 
fourier(n):=matrix(n,n,(i,j)->w^(i*j)) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
fourier(7), the output is:  
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3.6 Elementary Matrices  
If we define the matrix that subtracts a multiple l of row j from row i as the 
elementary matrix Eij, with 1’s on the diagonal and the number –l in row i, column j 
then this differs from the identity matrix by one single elementary row operation. Our 
programmed function elementary(n,k,l,a) takes as arguments matrix size (n), the 
number of row (k) and column (l) of element a and element (a) and returns the 
corresponding elementary matrix. 
elementary(n,k,l,a):= matrix(n,n,(i,j)->if(i==j) 1; else  (if(i==k-1&&j==l-1)a;else 0;);) 
For example, by writing in Xcas: 
elementary(4,3,2,-s), the output is:  
 
3.7 Polynomial Coefficient Matrices 
Relying on Schur Theorem (see Chiang, 1984, pp. 601-602) then the real 
polynomial  
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is called Schur stable if its roots ix  are 1<ix . The condition 1<ix  holds if and only if the 
n determinants i∆  (i=1,…,n) are all positive. The determinants i∆  are:  
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Our programmed function schur(poly,var,k) with arguments the polynomial 
(poly), its variable (var) and the order k (with k ranging from 0 to degree of 
polynomial minus 1) of the sequence (1), returns the k-th matrix of the Schur theorem. 
The codes in Xcas are: 
A11(poly,var):=matrix(degree(poly,var),degree(poly,var),(j,k)->if(j<k) 0 ; else 
coeff(poly,var)[[j-k+1]];):;  
A12(poly,var):=matrix(degree(poly,var),degree(poly,var),(j,k)->if(j>k) 0 ; else 
coeff(poly,var)[[degree(poly,var)+j-k+1]];):;  
A21(poly,var):=matrix(degree(poly,var),degree(poly,var),(j,k)->if(j<k) 0 ; else 
coeff(poly,var)[[degree(poly,var)+k-j+1]];):;  
A22(poly,var):=matrix(degree(poly,var),degree(poly,var),(j,k)->if(j>k) 0 ; else 
coeff(poly,var)[[k-j+1]];):; 
schur(poly,var,k):=blockmatrix(2,2,[subMat(A11(poly,var),0,0,k,k),subMat(A12(poly
,var),0,0,k,k),subMat(A21(poly,var),0,0,k,k),subMat(A22(poly,var),0,0,k,k)]):; 
 
The Schur theorem is considered as a perfect difference equation counterpart 
of the Routh theorem in the differential equation setup3. Relying now on the Routh-
Hurwitz criteria 4 then for the real polynomial  
0...)( 22
1
10 =++++=
−−
n
nnn axaxaxaxf   
the real parts of all its roots ix  are negative if and only if the n determinants i∆  are all 
positive  
                                                          
3  See among others Brauer and Nohel (1989), Cushing (2004), Moler, Van Loan (1978), 
Moler ,Van Loan (2003) and Noble (1969).   
 
4 For more details on the theorem see among others Samuelson (1947, pp. 429-435). 
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Our programmed function routh(poly,var,t) with arguments the polynomial 
(poly), its variable (var) and the order t (with t ranging from 0 to degree of polynomial 
minus 1) of the sequence (2), returns the t-th matrix of Routh’s theorem. The codes in 
Xcas are: 
routh(poly,var,t):=subMat(blockmatrix(degree(poly,var),1,[seq(list2mat( 
[seq(if(j<=degree(poly,var))coeff(poly,var)[[j+1]];else 0;,j=k..0)],2*degree(poly,var)) 
,k=1..2*degree(poly,var),2)]),0,0,t,t):; 
Applications with Schur’s theorem and Routhian analysis in Economic 
problems can be found in Halkos and Tsilika (2012a).  
The matrix with entries the coefficients of the variables (both endogenous and 
predetermined) excluded from an equation of a simultaneous equation model but 
included in the other equations of the model, has a role to play in rank condition of 
identifiability. Coefficient matrices related to rank condition of identifiability are 
generated by programmed functions in Xcas in Halkos and Tsilika (2012b). 
 
3.7.1 Numerical Examples 
Let us see next some numerical examples of the two theorems mentioned so far.   
By writing in Xcas: 
schur(a0*x^4+a1*x^3+a2*x^2+a3*x+a4,x,3), the output is:  
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routh(a0*x^6+a1*x^5+a2*x^4+a3*x^3+a4*x^2+a5*x+a6,x,5), the output is:  
  
 
3.8 Functional Matrices 
Let us now define the matrix of the first order partials of a function as the 
Jacobian matrix. Our programmed function jacobian(listf,vars) takes as arguments the 
list of functions (listf) and  the variable vector (vars) and returns the jacobian matrix: 
jacobian(listf,vars):=transpose(diff(listf,vars)) 
The bordered Hessian matrix of a function ),...,( 1 nxxf  subject to m constraints 
(m<n) of the form ),...,( 1 n
j
xxg appears as  
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Our programmed function borderhessian(f,vars,listconst,#const) returns the 
bordered hessian matrix of a function subject to m equality constraints. borderhessian  
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function takes as arguments the function (f), the variable vector (vars), a vector 
containing the constraints’ formulas (listconst) and the number of the constraints 
(#const). borderhessian function in Xcas is well defined by the following codes, given 
that the jacobian function has earlier been defined.   
borderhessian(f,vars,listconst,#const):=blockmatrix(2,2,[newMat(#const,#const),jacob
ian(listconst,vars),transpose(jacobian(listconst,vars)),hessian(f,vars)]) 
Let us suppose that y1(x), y2(x),…,yn(x) are (n-1) times differentiable 
functions. Then the Wronskian of these functions is defined as the matrix  

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Our programmed function wronskian(listf,var) returns the wronskian matrix of 
a set of functions (listf) of variable (var): 
wronskian(listf,var):=seq(diff(listf,var$n),n,0,length(listf)-1) 
3.8.1 Numerical Examples 
Let us see next some numerical examples of the functional matrices mentioned 
so far.  Specifically we have 
jacobian([x^3*y,x^2*y^2],[x,y]) 
 
borderhessian(x^2+y^2+w^2,[x,y,w],[x+2*y+3*w,2*x+3*y+w-4],2) 
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wronskian([x^3+3,sqrt(x^2+1),x*sin(x)],x) 
 
4. Conclusions  
Working in Xcas environment, a user has the option to use Xcas’ built-in 
functions for matrix operations and manipulation. Xcas is free of any charges 
accessible to all users interested. Programming structure in Xcas is simple and 
programs can be inserted in the same session with entries of different types (symbolic, 
numerical, graphical computations). In addition, our codes suggest a direction for 
computer experiments. They constitute an open source for further calculations and 
give ideas for efficient computation. 
Our matrix generator has many advantages. 
• The programmed matrix functions are not included in typical / commonly used 
algebra packages and produce output requiring simple and clear input.    
• Some of our functions have a code structure which uses random numbers to 
produce random block diagonal matrices, random triangular matrices, random band 
matrices, offering infinite number of examples. 
• In educational practice and in research, by automatic construction of the matrix 
needed, the user avoids the problem of input and saves time.   
• In case of coefficient matrices, the user avoids complex laws of formation and 
consequently, possible mistakes.  
• In case of functional matrices the user also avoids differential calculus operations.     
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